Mon

Tue
1

Writing numbers

8

9

15

22
Lower case or
upper case

10

16

29

24
Dino’s

Venn Chart

30
Do you have a
pet?

11

17

23

C.60.6 Models or teach peers how to use materials or complete task
SE.60.5 Tolerate small levels of frustration and disappointment
M.60.5 Quickly recognizes and name without counting the number of
objects at least five items
SE.60.7 Recall and follow daily routines with little support

12
L.60.18 Identify some familiar printed words out of context
C.60.16 Complete longer term and more complex tasks with a focus on
the goal
L.60.12 make some letter-sound connections
PH.60.5 Uses mature pencil grasp with 3 fingers on writing implement

Letters are fun
Rhyme

18
Self portraits

19
C.60.5 Plan and complete learning activity with peer
C.60.1 Investigate ways to make something happen
L.60.19 Begin to use awareness of letter sounds along with pictures to
read words in text
L.60.12 make some letter-sound connections

Letter sound
game

25
Paint a rainbow

31
Is Spring in the
air?

5
Letters
Upper and lower

Math: Patterning

St. Patrick's Day
Wear green

CT. ELDS THIS MONTH ARE:

4
Math
counting

Dino’s

Venn Chart

Fri

3
Dino’s

Venn chart

Can we catch a
Leprechaun?

Thu

2
Counting

Writing letters

My house

Wed

26
Count it out

Wesley Learning Center
203-426-6149
Mrs. Daniels / Mrs. Riccio
5-Day Program

CA.60.9 Describe the attributes of various art media
SE.48.5 Transitions & with occasional reminders follow basic schedule
routine rules
PH.48.6 Use smaller objects with precision e.g. scissors to cut on
curved line
L.60.20 Recognize & names known letters of the alphabet in familiar &
unfamiliar words

CA.60.5 Use a variety of tools & materials to represent ideas
C.60.7 Try multiple uses of some material & observe different results
SE.60.14 Show pride in accomplishment & abilities

